Towards portable learning analytics dashboards
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel approach to build and deploy learning analytics dashboards in multiple learning environments. Existing learning dashboards are barely portable: once deployed on a learning platform, it requires considerable effort to deploy the dashboard elsewhere. We suggest constructing dashboards from lightweight web applications, namely widgets. Our approach allows to port dashboards with no additional cost between learning environments that implement open specifications (OpenSocial and ActivityStreams) for data access and use widget APIs. We propose to facilitate reuse by sharing the dashboards and widgets via a centralized analytics repository.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays we observe a change in the way we learn, as education becomes more flexible and distributed [1], [2]. Participating in courses remotely is a common practice, whether in an institution or using massive open online courses (MOOCs). The distributed and flexible nature of the learning process creates new challenges. It becomes much harder for teachers to observe, control and adjust the learning process. For instance, in the MOOCs, where thousands of students are simultaneously taking an online class, it is impossible for a teacher to consider individual capabilities and preferences of each learner. On the other hand, when learners study remotely, they tend to get less involved in the process and eventually lose motivation. Consequently, MOOCs experience a much higher drop out rate, compared to ordinary classes [3].

Learning analytics (LA) aims to address such issues by collecting and using traces that learners leave online [4]. According to Siemens et al. [5], LA “is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”. Teachers and learners can benefit differently from LA. A teacher could observe live statistics about what and how learners are doing and based on this intervene and adapt the course when required. For example, a LA-based notification system can predict which students are about to drop out [6]. Then again, learners’ motivation might improve if students are able to compare their individual progress with their peers. In general, LA aim to help us to better understand how we learn and improve our learning [4].

Various online learning management systems (LMSs) and personalized learning environments (PLEs) [7] exist that support learning at distance. Examples include Blackboard [8], Moodle [9] and Graasp [10]. Such systems often lack or provide limited LA dashboards. A dashboard is a visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more learning objectives, consolidated and arranged on a single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance [11]. Duval et al. propose to use LA dashboards for representing important information about learners [4]. Support for such dashboards could, for instance, increase the use of LMSs and PLEs for MOOCs to provide an overview to learners and teachers.

Through the use of plugins, learning dashboards are often integrated into learning environments that lack LA. Moodog is such a plugin [12] for Moodle and other LA plugins exist to track learners using blogs [13]. In addition, general-purpose analytics tools are often used, although they are not tailored towards learning. For instance, Google Analytics [14] is used to observe resource usage by students. Using such external services hosted by third parties for tracking students causes privacy concerns. Most existing LA solutions are either not specifically designed for learning (e.g. Google Analytics) or are tightly coupled to a learning platform (e.g. Moodog). It usually requires a considerable effort, most often involving programming, to adapt a learning dashboard or deploy it on another platform. This limits the adoption of LA tools.

In this paper we propose an alternative solution: the use of portable widgets and open specifications to build portable learning dashboards. Our approach enables easy deployment, customization, extension and reuse of learning dashboards. The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we define prerequisites for portable analytics and discuss why existing solutions are not portable; section 3 presents how open standards can be used for capturing and storing learning data; section 4 describes methods to build learning dashboards based on portable widgets; section 5 discusses the architecture; section 6 presents ongoing integration of our approach into Graasp and section 7 concludes this paper.

II. PORTABILITY REQUIREMENTS

To understand the concept of portable learning dashboards, we first define software portability in general. Software portability is the ability to run the same software on different platforms with no or little effort [15]. Some configuration of LA tools on a new platform might still be required but its cost is considerably lower than developing the tools from scratch.
A LA component interacts with a learning platform through a collection of interfaces. To facilitate portability, all interfaces for a LA component have to be made identical across platforms [15]. Ideally, we would like such common interfaces to be already implemented by all learning platforms. Otherwise, adaptation of the interfaces or dashboards will be required during the porting process [15].

We have identified three important classes of LA solutions based on their integration with a learning platform. For each case we discuss the portability.

Tightly coupled LA solutions are developed for a particular platform (e.g. Blackboard [8]). Such solutions use Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) specific to the platform to access the data and commonly the user interface (UI) for such LA is integrated in the learning platform. Consequently, these solutions do not work on other platforms.

Pluggable LA solutions are integrated in a platform via a plugin interface (e.g. in Moodle). Such a plugin interface is often not compatible across platforms. If a user switches to another platform then she needs a LA plugin for that platform.

Standalone LA solutions can be divided into two subcategories: (i) general web analytics services (e.g. Google Analytics1 and Woopra2) and (ii) services developed specifically for learning analytics (e.g. the CAM web service [16]).

General web analytics services can be regarded as portable, although they have other limitations. The main limitation of web analytics services is that because of their general scope, domain-specific information is not taken into account. For instance, just tracking that a learner visited a page, is not sufficient to deduce the activity she was involved in, e.g. reading, watching a video or playing a game. Such web analytics tools are not able to track information specific to learning. Another shortcoming, essential for many educational institutions, is that privacy-sensitive tracking data of learners are stored on third-party servers. Due to privacy policies and laws, data of learners can often not leave the institution.

Standalone LA solutions developed specifically with LA in mind also face some issues. Contextualized Attention Metadata (CAM) aims to capture contextual information regarding the activity of a user [17]. CAM is very flexible in what it can track, which also limits its portability. CAM has no common vocabulary to describe actions and allows each platform to define its custom vocabulary, which makes it difficult to develop fully portable dashboards on top of the CAM specification. Besides, the CAM specification has not been widely adopted outside research so far.

Our goal is to achieve portability by implementing learning dashboards as external pluggable components and using well-defined interfaces with a learning platform. The specification of these interfaces should be based on existing open standards. In this way we can ensure that our solution is license-free and extendable. In addition, using open standards increases compatibility with existing and future platforms and tools, because open standards often have a large user base that enables wider adoption and future support and extensions.

III. OPEN SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA ACCESS

In order for LA tools to function, a learning platform must provide access to its stored data. According to object-oriented modeling [18], such data represents dynamic (behavioral) and static (structural) views of the platform [18]. The dynamic view focuses on the dynamic behavior of the learning platform based on the collaboration between users, tools and learning resources and changes of their internal states. On the other hand, the structural view describes the static structure of the learning platform using the users, tools and learning resources and their relations [18]. LA tools often exploit both views.

In the remainder of this section, we elaborate on how these two views can be represented for LA. The first subsection focuses on the dynamic view to represent user activities. Afterwards, we expand on how to model structural social data. Finally we discuss APIs to access these two types of data.

A. ActivityStreams to represent user activities

In essence, the dynamic view of a system in object-oriented modeling [18] emphasizes the interactions between users, resources and tools. Storing data about user actions is a common problem for various social platforms (including learning environments). Such platforms track user actions for diverse reasons, e.g. (i) to increase user awareness of their activities and those of peers on the platform, or (ii) to enable personalization techniques (e.g. personalize search result ranking or advertisements). To make such techniques even more powerful, user actions on multiple platforms could be aggregated to provide a full picture of the user’s activities. To achieve this, all platforms should exchange user action data.

Currently, many social media platforms provide a data feed of activities of the user and her social network in RSS format3. The RSS format was developed to publish frequently updated media, such as blog entries, comments or videos. As such it is not suitable for capturing all rich metadata related to user activities. The ActivityStreams specification4 is designed specifically to model user interactions and enables platforms to share detailed information on user activities.

An activity stream is a sequence of actions made by a user. Such a stream in the ActivityStreams specification models the story of a person performing an action on or with an object. Technically in the ActivityStreams specification, an action is represented as a 5-tuple: \( \text{Published}, \text{Actor}, \text{Verb}, \text{Object}, \text{Target} \). Published represents the time at which the activity was published. Actor defines the actor that performs the action. Verb describes which action is performed. The specification defines an extendable set of verbs. Target is intended to describe the consequences of the action. Consider this example action: “Alice added a book by Tom Sawyer to her ‘Favorite Books’ collection”. In this example, “Alice” is an Actor, “added” a

1http://www.google.com/analytics/
2http://www.woopra.com/
3For instance, every Facebook page has an associated RSS feed, see http://ahrengot.com/tutorials/facebook-rss-feed/
4http://activitystrea.ms/specs/json/1.0/
Verb, “a book by Tom Sawyer” an Object and “‘Favorite Books’ collection” is a Target of the action.

ActivityStreams has a large uptake and is supported by most social media platforms (e.g. Google+ and Facebook). Many organizations have contributed to the development of the specification and made it an open standard through the Open Web Foundation Final Specification Agreement that allows the use, extension and sale to anyone.

Due to the broad definition and extensibility of the ActivityStreams specification, it can be applied to the learning domain. ActivityStreams can be used to represent interactions of learners and teachers with the learning platform and is thus an appropriate specification to represent activity data for LA. Man et. al. also propose ActivityStreams as a standard for exchanging user activities among learning platforms.

Various specifications to capture interactions have been developed. One of these, used for educational purposes, is CAM. In contrast to CAM, Activity Streams has a defined set of verbs with a corresponding meaning to describe actions. This verb definition enables better interoperability across platforms, which leads to better portability.

B. OpenSocial for the structural view

The large uptake of social media platforms has fostered the adoption of social media features in learning environments. Social features for collaboration and blogs are integrated in most LMSs. Such social features provide a rich data source for LA (e.g. for social network analysis). Hence, in addition to the user activity data, information on the users, resources, tools and their relationships is valuable for LA. Such data are described by the structural view in object-oriented modeling.

The OpenSocial specification aims to provide a common method for storing and accessing social data. Additionally, OpenSocial defines a component-hosting environment (a container) and a set of common APIs for web applications. The standardization of the interfaces to store and retrieve data enables the development of components, which are portable across systems. At the moment, OpenSocial is adopted by many popular social media platforms, e.g. Ning, MySpace and Orkut. Originally OpenSocial was focused on social network applications, but thanks to educational interest in social media, OpenSocial became more popular in technology enhanced learning (TEL). Notable TEL examples include Graasp, Sciverse and ROLE.

The OpenSocial 2.0 specification incorporates an API for accessing user activities using the ActivityStreams format. In this manner, OpenSocial 2.0 combines both the dynamic and structural views of a social or learning platform.

IV. ASSEMBLING LEARNING DASHBOARDS USING WIDGETS

In the previous section we have discussed the interface specifications to exchange data between platforms and applications. To achieve our goal of creating portable LA dashboards, it should be possible to simply take LA tools from one platform and run them on another platform. To ease such portability a specification to deploy LA dashboards is required. As discussed in the previous section, we are interested in tools that use ActivityStreams and OpenSocial APIs. To this end OpenSocial widgets fit this requirement, as they are small lightweight web applications with excellent integration with the OpenSocial specification. OpenSocial widgets can run immediately on a platform implementing the OpenSocial API.

Using widgets for LA dashboards has several benefits. First, dashboards can be constructed using diverse widgets that display visualizations and metrics. These widgets can be arranged on a single screen to provide all information at a glance. Second, as OpenSocial widgets are programmed using just Javascript and HTML, the widgets simply run in a browser, which provides an operating system-independent solution. Javascript and HTML have good support on mobile devices as no additional plugins are required in contrast to Flash or Java solutions. Additionally, the platform can also control access to the data that is exposed through the OpenSocial APIs with privacy policies. For instance, teachers can observe trends over the whole class, while students might only see and reflect on their own actions.

When we organize several widgets as a dashboard, such an assembled dashboard could be packaged as a widget in itself. In this case a dashboard is a widget containing other widgets or also called a metawidget. If a dashboard is bundled as a metawidget, the whole assembled set of widgets become portable. Metawidgets allow teachers and learners to share assembled LA dashboards across platforms.

V. ARCHITECTURE

In summary, to achieve portable LA dashboards we propose to build dashboards with OpenSocial widgets that use the OpenSocial API to retrieve data for visualization and analysis. User activity data, which is essential for LA, is represented using the ActivityStream specification. We propose to distribute the learning dashboard assembled with several widgets as a metawidget itself. For easier distribution, LA dashboards and widgets can be added to a widget repository where teachers and learners can find and easily add them to their learning environment.

The proposed architecture (see Figure 1) is composed of:

1) Presentation tier consists of the learning platform UI and a learning dashboard, constructed from widgets. An example of such a UI is shown in Figure 2.
2) Logic layer provides access to the ActivityStreams and OpenSocial APIs that are used to communicate with presentation and logic tier.

3) Data persistence tier stores the activity and social data.

VI. PORTABLE LEARNING ANALYTICS IN GRAASP

To demonstrate our approach, we are currently integrating the proposed architecture into the Graasp platform [23] to enable portable LA dashboards. Graasp supports people in their personal and collaborative activities. This can be any kind of activity, but Graasp is often used as a PLE. Users can organize their activities into public or private contextual spaces [10], where they can share relevant resources and tools with other users. Unlike mainstream social media platforms, Graasp focuses on activity-based relations (e.g. people studying English), instead of individual social networks (e.g. people who I know). In the remainder of this section we discuss how this on-going development will be achieved.

Graasp is built as a single page JavaScript application that supports OpenSocial widgets through the Apache Shindig container. Shindig is a free open-source widget container with a reference implementation of the OpenSocial and ActivityStreams specification. By integrating Shindig into the Graasp platform, widgets have read and write access to Graasp data through the OpenSocial APIs (e.g. user information or activity streams). This enables the creation of LA dashboards, since widgets can access user activities and social data for analysis or visualization through these APIs. Figure 2 shows a prototype LA dashboard running on Graasp. Such LA dashboards assembled with OpenSocial widgets can run on any platform that implements the OpenSocial and ActivityStreams specifications. To ease distribution and search of LA dashboards and widgets Graasp has integrated the ROLE Widget Store [21] as a widget repository.

Through the Space extension of OpenSocial that is implemented in Graasp, LA can be made context-aware. A space is a place where a group of people can collaborate on an activity. The resources and widgets used in such a space are shared among the people in the space [24] (see Figure 2). By being context-aware (i.e. related activities are carried out in a given online workplace), roles and privacy settings can be enforced that enable control over the selected LA data in the dashboard. Thus a space can provide LA for a specific context. For instance, in a space for learning English only the data of English learners would be shown in the LA dashboard. Through spaces, we can track learners and their context and we can provide detailed LA tools for that context only.

Context can also be captured while tracking user activities. Currently Graasp tracks the following activities related to users, resources, applications and spaces (in accordance with ActivityStreams Specification): add, update, remove, invite, join, leave, favorite and tag. The ActivityStreams specification supports contextual information through the Target field (see Section III-A). In our example, it is not only important that Alice read a book, but the context is also valuable, e.g. while learning English. This could be tracked as: “Alice read a book by Tom Sawyer in the ‘Learning English’ space”.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses issues related to the portability of learning analytics solutions. We propose to enable portability of LA dashboards by building dashboards based on widgets that implement the OpenSocial and ActivityStreams specifications. Additionally, we propose to construct LA dashboards as metawidgets using a set of widgets as building blocks. This modular approach encourages customization, as the dashboard consists of interchangeable widgets that can be adapted and extended easily. The metawidget approach allows sharing of assembled dashboards between users and across platforms. In order to foster sharing and easy deployment, we propose to establish and use a repository of LA widgets.

By providing a portable learning analytics dashboards, teachers and learners participating in distance education or MOOCs can have access to LA tools to support their learning and increase their awareness on personal and group activities. The portability of the LA tools allows a more free choice of learning environment and the modular widget-approach to create LA dashboards allows users to share and re-use dashboards in various scenarios and platforms.

We are currently in the process of integrating the proposed architecture into Graasp and validating it with science teachers in secondary schools. In conclusion, we would like to stress that our approach is more broadly applicable than just for LA. It can be employed for general user activity analysis (e.g.

16http://shindig.apache.org/

17http://docs.opensocial.org/display/OSD/Space+Proposal
software development analysis) or even more general tools that make use of user activities (e.g. recommendation services).
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Fig. 2. A sample learning dashboard in Graasp.